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PROCEEDINGS 

(8:32 a.m.) 

DR. BOLTON: If you'd take your 

seats, I'd like to get started. 

DR. FREAS: Good morning. I have 

a few administrative announcements that I 

would like to make. Yesterday morning we 

read into the public record the conflict of 

interest statement, and that conflict of 

interest s,tatement that we ,,r~ead into th:e ^ _. 

record pertains to today as well. Basically 

it said th,at aJl,standing committee members 

have general matters, waivers in order to 

participate in this meeting this morning. 

This morning we will have several people 

from several organizations coming to present 

their organization's views. T,hese people 

were not screened for conflict of interest, 

but all committee members were. 

So, Dr. Bolton, I turn the meeting 

over to you. 

DR. BOLTON: Thank you, Bill. 

.’ 
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Welcome bayk to t,he., compitt$e ._,, ,~~.$?e-$s “$,.a:d to . . . 

the public to our second day of this 

meeting. Today's session real.ly is 

informational. We don't have any issues to 

vote on, so it makes it a little bit easier 

for us. 

We're going to hear an update on 

the implementation of the revised guidance 

on blood donor deferrals for risk of CJD a,nd, 

variant CJD that we ".h.a,ve di"s.,c,u-,ssed. ,,pa..~y 

times and I guess was published in January. 

Is that ri.ght? 

DR. SCOTT : That"'s correct. 

DR. BOLTON: Yes. Our first 

speaker will be Dr. Dorothy Scott from OBRR. 

Dorothy. 

UPDATE ON IMPLEMENTATION OF REVISED 

GUIDANCE ON BLOOD DONOR DEFERRALS FOR 

RISK OF CJD AND,vCJD: I~TRO~DU"TIG~ 

DR. SCOTT: Good morning. As just 

mentioned, this part of the sessi.0.n is ,an 

update on implementation of our new 
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geographic donor deferrals for, risk of- vCJD, 

and today we're going to hear from blood 

organizations, including the Department of 

Defense, as well as HHS, about the impact so 

far of the geographic donor deferrals. 

I'm going to briefly give you a 

little back of background about what went on 

before, although I think this committee, 

probably remembers, al.1 of-the work that you _ _‘ .,_ 

did which has come to this. Briefly, this 

is a chronology of how we came to the point 

where we are at t-oday. 

This committee recommended vCJD 

geographic donor deferrals in June of 2001, 

and we incorporated your recommendations 

into a draft guidance, which we published 

near the end of August. We issued a final 

guidance after the comment period in January 

of 2002. 

called Phase 1, and Pha,se ,,2 .- The first phase _, ,-* - ,_. ", 
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has been implemented at the end of May, so 

what you're going to hear today is about the 

blood supply based upon this implementation 

date, the different implementation dates for 

the American Red Crpss and the-Department of 

Defense, who implemented their own donor 

deferrals last year in October. The Phase 2 

of the FDA donor deferrals will be . . . q. I G .>. /" _<. j, ,*. j".._ ., . : , 

implemented by the end of this October. I'm 

going to s,how you a comparison of these, so 

that it will make more sen,se in the context _, ,dI A.,‘ ,.. " _ ( ._ _ ,~ j 

of the presentations that are coming up. 

I just want to remind you of some 

of the issues that the committee and the FDA 

had to take into account while,deciding on 

what donor deferrals to recommend because 

obviously these geographic donor deferra,ls 

had a good chance of affect,i,ng the blood and 

plasma supply. So, these are among the 

considerations. One of them is precedent. 1 

The largest prior donor deferral we had 

deferred approximately 5 percent of donors. 

o... _ .̂ . ~__ \ _._ i ) “.. :. ,” .~.“:,c~~.; 
“,~‘*,.“-.‘I.,. _ . 

::‘ :’ 

BETA REPORTING 6; V+z,OGRAPHY SERVICF!? ” ,* ,i: 1: .,‘:.,i * ~. . c~,:,~~,r,!.~.~:,~,,, .,:: .,< “a -ix. _ 
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The estimated effects of the 

deferrals that-were actually incorporated \ . <.- , <‘. 

into the guidance were that about 90 percent 

of the ri.sk of BSE e,xposure would be 

removed. so, this is based on estimated 

donor-days exposure to BSE in European 

countries. 

But we also had to remember that 

some locations in the U.-S.", w,ould be--more 

affected by the new donor deferrals than .., _ _, 

others, so this 5 percent is an estimate 

from the REDS study that Dr. Williams talked 

about yesterday. However, we anticipated 

and we were told that the New York Blood 

Center stood to lose up to 35 percent of 

their supply. Around 25 percent of that was 

because of their Euro blood program. 

Dr. Jones will be talking about that in a . , ,, . _ 

few minutes. It was also estimated that 

coastal cities would have, higher donor 

losses because of-the greater prevalence of 

travel. 
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There were some efforts to attend 

with the supply impact of the new donor 

deferrals., But, first, written into the 

guidance was phased-in deferrals for blood 

and blood components other than source 

plasma. That,'s ,why we have two recommended 

dates of implementation for the different 

deferrals. 

We also accepted from the 

Pan-European geographic donor deferral 

source plasma, and I can talk about that if 

you want to, but we have been over that and 

we had presentations at the last meeting 

talking about the effect of fractionation . 

and the removal of TSE agents in plasma 

derivatives. 

We also recommended pilot programs 

for deferrals that,were more stringent than 6 ., , , -, > $ ..^/ .,. _* ,s~:r, ._,,). ,=,<-:$,.,. 

the ones that we recommended. This ,.,. / 

committee additionally proposed a national 

recruitm,ept c.ampaign and also that there be 

a system to monitor the adequacy of the 

i -. _^ -'). ^ . , ': _I .., _ i (." !.,., ,iheii,;:, r:-,s.~, “; .\;:\. ,- ..;,*: ‘,I~z. ~;..~',‘->~~~,.*~~,,, , :.. ,.,, :*. ~, 
BETA REPORTING & VIDEOGRAPHY SE.RVICES 
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blood supply, and you'll be hearing about 

that from Steve Nightingale today. 

Just a very brief review. Twse~, _ 

are the deferrals that we recommended in our 

final guidance. This is Phase 1, just 

implemented. The deferrals are for 

residence or trav,el. to the U.K. for three 1 ., 

months and more between 1988 and 1,996; for 

France, five years more between 1980 and the 

present; for people who have lived qn U.S:, ., 

military bases for six months.or.mo.,re _," 

between 1980 and 1990 north of the 

Alps, 1980 and 1996 south of the Alps. This 

was because of the British Beef to Europe 

Program, in other words, these bases had up 

to 35 percent British beef during these 

particular years. 

I do want to mention somethjng 

that's come up since implementation of the 

guidance, and that is: We've had a lo,t of 

questions about donors who, were in the Navy ., .." ‘ .,.j /_ 

and who may have been living on ships that 

,_ 

BE&A REPoPTING & V~DJX?~FJ 
(202) 638-2400 l-'8bO--522-238 
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were docked in these European countries 

here. We have 1ear"ned from the Department ._ ,;. 

of Defense,that ,.they did not eat British "es. 

beef to Europe and therefore those donors 

are not deferred. It's only the donors that 

resided or were associated with the mil.i.tary ,_"_ _, _ . . *ax " :, .', ,. 

bases that. were on> land, and the deferral 

for recipients of 3ransfu,si,~~,...$,i_n ,t:&. ;@\ed 

Kingdom. 

This is the second phase of donor 

deferrals., This is deferral of blood donors 

who've lived in Europe for five years or 

more between 1980 and,t.h~e present. Donors 

of source'plasma for plasma deriv,atives 

remain eligible if they lived in Europe for 

this period of time. 

Finally, I just want to .show you 

what the donor deferrals are nq.~i..t,h,at~,~we., ,_ 

have in the U.S. We have the 

FDA-recommended deferrals, the ,Ame,rican Red ." I i ,, x - ‘. ._ 

Cross deferrals, and the Department of 

Defense deferrals:, I've already outlined ^. ." 
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ours just now, and you see our dates of 

implementation here. The American Red Cross 

implemented a somewhat different set of 

deferrals in October of.)2opl, Andy Iwill 

just point out the two most salie.nt 

difference,s, and I think that Dr. Page will 

also be sh.owing you a similar table. 

Chiefly, we have the deferral, for ‘. ,I 

five years or more, between 1980 and the 

present for people who resided in,Europe. 

The American Red.. Crqss donor deferral is for j,.. " ,_ ,. ;. .) ̂  AJ3".... ,+ ,.. .; ,". ." _,,, .,) ,, ., ,_ 

six months or more residence in,Europe 

from 1980 on. The Department of Defense has 

the same def.erraL ,,a,? ,wg .+ ,__ _, __, ,__ , , , ^ _,__ 1_ (, 

In addition., the American* Red 

Cross deferral for t~h.e u,,: K, is*..fo.r" 1,980~., to 

the present, whereas ours is from1980 

to 1996, as well as the DOD, and this is 

based on our assurance*,that i-n,, the U.K." . I, 

contaminated beef has been ke,pt out of the ~ I 

human food ch,ain, sinq,e lP~.P6! and this, __ 

committee heard a presentation -- several 
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presentations, I think, about that -- 

recently in January. However, I understand 

from Dr. Page that the A,merica,n Re,d,~,Cr,oss is . . .( . " 

likely to also change its deferral, based on 

these assurances as well,, to be 1980 

to 1996. 

Now, I'd like to introduce our 

speakers who are going to give us blood 

supply upd.ates. The first will be 

D,r . Nightingale from Health and Human 

Services, who will show us the results of 

his blood,supply and demand mo,ni~tori,ng. 

Dr. Robert Jones from the New York 

Blood Center will speak next, followed by 

Dr. Peter Page from the American Red Cross. 

Then we'll hear from Dr.~ c+.?? .qa,nco. Of > 

America's Blood Centers, then from Major 

Alfred from the Department of Defe,ns.e, and, 

finally, from Kay Gregory of the American 

Associatiqp of B.&oqdeBankxs. 

so, thank you for your attention, 

and unless there are any questions, we'll 
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GUIDANCE ON BLCOD DONOR DEFERRA"L,S ,F~C.R ' 

RISK OF CJD AND vCJD: E~FFE,CTSON B,LOCD , ,. 

SUPPLY 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: I must explain 

my first slide. T-he,, r~eason why you are . __; > r. .,. /( ., 

seeing the slide th.at you see is because 

when I found that I".wa",s going to be speaking 

right before Dr. Jones from the New York _ ‘.#. +_ )I .,l,l...ll, /i id<. <, . l-<,b.n*i .,a* _ ,- ji "i ," _, _ 1 "_ 

Blood Cent,er, I felt it was necessary to 

acknowledge that we really do appreciate the 

government, the difficultie,s th,at people who 

come to Washington from New York 

occasionally have, and if you're in the back 

row, the gentleman in the foreground is 

Mr. Posada of the Ne~w Yor,k Yankees, and the _ I ," ,., _, ,, 

gentleman with his back to you is 

Mr. Matthews. He scored the winni,ng run . ..__.. . . . ." I _ 

last night. 

As I was watching Mr. Matthews 

score the wi<nning run, I realized that _I, ‘/.) 
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perhaps the Department had not gotten as far 

as it could in implementing the national 

ca.mpaign that you recommended at your last 

meeting, and I realized they only had a few 

hours to come up with a suggestion for that 

campaign. So, here it is, with the cave,at 

that it I s .only a few hours old. and, th,S. _I,__ _,, __, _ 

suggestion is that you call it, "Give me an 

0 . ” There are no Orioles ,fans in,,here? .Not / ,_.; ,s,,; I 

one? All *right, there's one. 

Let's go to business.: -Next slide. ,.,,. , _ 

I have presented the outline of our program 

to you on several occasions, and so rather 

than present it in detail I'll present it 

very quickly. We monitor the supply end of 

the blood industry by receiving daily 

reports from three community-wide blood 

services -- those in Se,.attle-, Pittsburgh, 

and Tampa/St. Pete. What we get from them 

is daily reports of their,inventory by ABO : ,;, _ r 
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In this particular graph, the red 

is the daily inventories and the bl,ue is the 

daily transfused and exports, and the black 

line in the middle is the ratio-of the two. ",. 

Actually to the perfectionist, the black 

line is the median-invent,ory in days of 

inventory for these three, .bloqd. .sli.~~,.%.-~.~ :,".__ So I _ 

what you see here -- what you would see 

perhaps even better if I get this light 

on -- is that this is -- this, -- we started 

last August 15th. ,These .we"re,.the~‘ 

inventories right before September 11th. 

This is the September 11th bounce, 

and this is the September 11th work-pff: _j 

This little dip here is right around 

Christmasti.me, and when Christmas, 

utilization went down a little bit, the days ,., _,m* <, . ._ ,. 7. . . ni-.: <_ I ,i+ '., " L . . 

of inventory went up a bit. A lit.t,le" peak 

in January, and what you can see is they 

built up their inventories a little bit over 

the spring, in anticipation of putting the 

deferrals.in, and, as you can see, starting 
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around May the 15th, the inventories have, 

indeed fallen a beit. 

You can see that the ratio of 

inventory to transfused here has a,lso,f?llen . 

a little bit in the last six weeks.. so ., we 

are seeing -- what I think that you will see 

in other sd-tes as y,e.$.!- --, j_ ,, I ___,,, _ i, " ___ I __ is that there is a 

drop in the inventories but at-~ least in the 

sites that we're monitoring from the supply 

side were still in the same range. 

Down here is actually where the 

business end of this. graph is. You see the 

peaks on Saturdays and Sundays when you 

don't have so many surgeries and you have 

the same amount of blood in the bank. We're . .,., . _") _( _, ,," 

still over a. five-day supply but we are 

heading there on the, producer side. 

Slide. Can I have the<next slide? 

Okay, we've got the next -slide.,, _, _,_ "" _ 

This is the comparable data for 

the 26 hospitals that we are monitoring r l.T ,.V,>,F' 

again. You-can see there's a somewhat ", -* .dh "i,' .&-i.i " ,6,.,", ,,1 \,."i: . ..~~ "@ I, ,q ""I'I I Xl‘ .I _* ,> , 
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smaller bump at September 11th because not 

all of our< hqspitals collected their ow,,n., 

blood and most of the ;-,,or, _, parts of it and 

most of this bump was from the portion of 

our hospitals that colle.cted a s-‘ignificant , _, _._ 

portion of, their own blood. .You can see _ _; _, 

that there was a slight rise up until the 

spring, and, really, right around the 15th 

of May you start to see the drop-off that 

you saw with the suppliers as well. 

Again, when you look at the,ratio~ 

here, the business end is at the bottom here~ 

where the dots cluster. We're still over 5, 

days. We're about 6.97 days. I didn't run 

it last night. It was 7 the last time I ran 

it a couple days ago for our average for the 

last couple of weeks, gut I clearly, we see 

things tightening up. 

For the next slide, next pair of 

slides, I'm going to show you comparable 

data for 0 negative. This is for the three 

community-wide cente.rs: Seattle, ._.-._ 
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Pittsburgh, and Tampa. You can see, again, 

there was the jump -- the September 1lt.h 

jump. You can see it bounced up and down a I. _ 

bit, and, again, you can see there is,? 

trend going down. 

Where you look here, the key thing 

on the side here, this is a five-day supply 

of O-negative, and they're down below that. 

I think this isthe point at which I wanted , .,.. 

to introdu,ce what I thin~k is the utility of .~-.,-,-I-" ~i,:j,l __, .,?..*, 1^ . I_ 

this, just so that we have a track record 

right now and wherea.s you see we are at-the 

low end of whe,re we 've been over the last ;x_,x. ._ _* .,r _, .":. a2.c -;ic , 2, I, I I,. :.,i..;. "*iiA~.. $. >*",..&&.; (. L :;.,"r"c _,, ( -+*" / (,_ 

year, but we're still within range at this 

point. 

To go hospitals, you111 see the 

same thing once again. Here you have -- 

things are getting tight. Things are 

definitely getting tight here for 

O-negative, but, again, this is five days' 

suPPlY, this is ten days' supply, and the 

hospital had been ru.nning very substantial, 

!-2400 l-800-522-2382 
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and it's coming down but we're still with 

what I think is t,he s,"me .r,ange. 

There's only four more of these. 

slides, and this is the -- except for 

Dr. Bailar, I think most of you will look 

and hope that I change this pretty soon. 

This is a box plot. The reason I'm showing 

percentile. 

What I have this up here to show 

you a box plot is to try to show you that we 

really do look at the individual sites on a _‘ 

particular day to see what is the 

distribution of the.i~r irp$$tp,,.$y, and this is 

inventory in days of inventory. 

This is the median of the days of 

inventory of the sites, and the bars are 

the 2575, and the spike go the 2595, and 

probably most importantly -- it's a good 

thing Dr. Bailar is in the front row so at 

least he can see this -: the boxes below 

the 95th percentile are our lowest number,s. . . 

Those are the folks who are below the 95th 
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you is that while -,,-" you can gee some .qf,,the 

excess up here in post-September. The 

distribut i9.n o"f the inqqntories across _x \~,.i(~ __,.., j _~i ,,,_ ^_ j ,: ,,.,. b ._ 7 .; :. + .:: / , j - ., 

our 26 sites h.as remained pretty constant. .I 

I think again what we're seeing is called a 

llleakagelV for want of a better word. I 

believe we, def,iVni&ly see a trend from,the. _" I 

sites that~ we mon,j&or - - at least we,see .a . , . .". j ." -,, . 

trend but ,we haven I.~;, s"en...a..,c~a,~h_,,yet . I. 

The next slide, please? I have 

this on here briefly to remind you, again, 

that we have a track" record here, and I .,", 

this -- over a year this track record. -- _, 

this is outdates f,rom,,,the hospitals to I 

remind you that when we went. from seven days 

to ten days to fly at the hospital level 

shortly after September Ilth, we went from 

virtually zero, maybe one or two ,unit.~s 

outdated today, to a larger number -- still, 

a small number. But thi,s is a rough 

estimate of what we see as t,he,"~hospital 3 f I .‘ 

baseline as closer, tothe top than to the 
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bottom of their, optimal utili-z-.atio,n... 

The next slide? This is the 

seventh of,eight slides and is, to me, the 

most meaningful to explain to you what it 

is -- so that what we're trying to do with 

this monitoring program. What you have 

here -- and I apologize for those of you in 

the back -,- it says "Frequency of blood 

shortage reports by week." Bottom line is 

they're going up. 

These are reports that we get from 

the sites .that say either an order wa,s. 

delayed, an order was not c,ompletely filled, 

or we had to go to a non-customary site to 

little blip was the September llth, led by, 

get blood to fill‘our orders Before ,, ,I/ PI, ,c '?/ .: ,lr- *:,I, i. c L,' 8 ; ^,, _, , 3. 

September Ilth, we didn't see much. That, 

I believe, 42 days after September 11th when 

there was a surfeit of blood in the..,system. 

There were no such *reports. ./ ,., 

What we saw was a buildup around 

Christmastime. A little bump in here whi.ch. 
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is not entirely explained but just might be 

had a meeting in February where some people 

said, you know, we think you're not getting 

the whole ,story, SO we had a transient.r+s$, _. 

of about three or four sit.es,reporting 

shortage. 

It went Amway, but there is no 

mistaking this trend., 3s in t.he :l‘ast f-our ,, *I 

weeks, the reports of these s,hort,ages, which 

we're calling "near misses," are definitely 

on the up. We anticipate that these~w~ill,b,e I 

precursors of mo,re ,.ser,i,ous events where ._ <*,-*, ,,-x_. h",, r-T ,)bl‘( :aw.&<~+%,.L' *, &\,+;i; ,j ~. , -,, .,'\ ,*F. ‘. ,I ;,- .<. . _ 

elective surgery has to be canceled 4.; ,,$q,,,.. /_ ., , 

fact we get to that point. 

The last of .my slides is that we 

do track this on a< daily basis. This is the.. 

median inventory in our hospitals, and 

there's only a single dot there, and that 

single dot there is not. that e.lec.ti.v;e, _ ,_ ., ._ 

surgery had to be delayed or canceled or 

nonelective surgery had to be delayed 
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because 0f.a blood sho:rt.age, but that was 

one case where it had to be delayed because l,. , .,. (“ 1(, 

AB negative plasma was unavailable. 

In a nutshell, then, what we have 

seen so faar is: No,., 1, inventories are 

clearly slipping; probably No. lA, 

inventorie,s, as far as we see them, are 

still within the ra-nge but definitely at the 

lower end of the.ra.nge that we've seen,ove.r 

the past year, the firs-t year of this 

monitoring program; no. 2, the daily reports 

o,f what we call near misses -- incompletely . . . ),, _,.. a> _j /_ _, *t / "_ /B," o_*~/,.." _II* b 1 .d. +a ,, ., 2, ,/, -,ril-i.r; I, ,l.. _ ._ -, -_ " 

filled orders and so,on-- .( - are definitely on 

the rise; ,but No. 3, we have not yet in our 

sample gotten a report of elective surgery 

being delayed or cancelled or nonelective 

surgery being delayed because blood was 

unavailable. 

That will be,it ,t .I 

DR. BOLTON: Thank you, 

Dr. Nightingale. Are there questions from 

the committee? 
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DR. BELAY: .Steye, what's the most L 

recent inventory data that we have? Is it 

through May or June? 

last night,. I put this together after I 

DR. BELAY: Do you expect to see a 

you know, summer vacations an"d,eve"r,ything 

else? 

a drop in 

important 

the summe.r, but I think it's 

to rem-ember that this is new ._. ‘ . , 

daily inventqry reports and I've given you 

the raw data rather ,._, ,I, , ,,_,,, _,_ iii( than."moving averages ,- 

And it's not just because I have a 

statistician in front,,of,,me, i but because I 

think we real,,ly need a full year's of worth 

of experience with this system and 
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experience comparing this system to the 

other systems, other efforts by other 

individuals in place to get, first of all, 

the worth of this system and, secondly, to 

see how wee can make this system better. . ./"~. .^ /. , I,, 

There is a very specific problem 

here that w,e're trying to address, which is 

when you're watching a moving line on a 

daily basis, when do you know that you have 

a trend? ,We are very fortunate t<hat Jay 

Kadane of Carnegie-Mellon is w.ork,i,n,g with us 

on that. ,Thatl,s.,not a simple question. " ,^_ ." _ "". . . 

so, I think ri,ght now what I think, 

the best ,Lhat.zxg... qzn, .,de? . . f%:r. our colleagues i: -1 _ i -_,. _. " dri. &, .~/ ~ 1 

is to say this is our raw.,data and t,o~ make ., : 

it available as quickly as we can so that we 

can learn,fro,m this. Hopefully we can help 

the people who manage the blood supply 

manage it better by this. 

DR. BOLTON: Other questions? I 

have one, Steve. In your centers, what 

percentage of elective surgeries use 
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autologous blood dwat,io??s? . , ,_ 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: We're not there ,. _" >,* I. ._.j ". ,._,,,* ,,~‘"*, _2;. A .ez,. i,ei*,r-+T. L '"". .:a .A e:> ; ,*., a_ .., jl II 

yet. The only things that we do thi.s year 

are we collect invent.ory data and we collect. 

shortage information. .This program might 

very well develop into that but it would 

take more money than we have for ~ittright 

now. 

DR. BOLTON: .So you don't have an 

idea -- fo,r example, when you say that 

elective s,u,rgeries are being delayed because 

there's not,.blp,od., you don't know how much 

that could be allevi,aat,ed by autologous blood 

donation. 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: Y-e.. made.._a:*... .,). ^.j^,"__ ,,, ;,, ,x ,: ) _( 

deliberat? decisiq?k "0.5 to inclu$$; _,,,,, / ,.,.,_ Il,:.,i, ,:,, $*,, _j,..~, ".".', .,,.. -x_ i.:*, ; -i:,-a, iri- _ . : , W.&-r __ ,: ,. i( 

autologous blood in t,hese calculations and ,. .,I c u-.* .,,*,__ ~I., .b,^' : . ..a ,, , , -~': ! ,, ,, 

also we don't include partial units -- the 

pediatric units -- in this calc.ulati,on,,~for, _j _ 

consistency. I think the issue-of 

autologous blood utilizati,on,~,is som.e,thi..ng 

that my colleagues who aretransfusionists . . _. LI. /^ .i.*"_ ,*, I^. ,...,\a. ,‘<id>A,wj.> ,._ *,, j..>\-., ;.a. *4-*. _ ,\ 
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rather than nephrologists or bureau.c.rats are. "__ .*. )* .$ ,.,/ 

better equipped with it than I am,.. ," 

DR. BOLTCN: T,hank you. Our next 

speaker will be Dr. Robert Jones ,. frq??! ,th$ ^) . 

New York ,-Blood Ce.nt-,e,.r,, *and he will, g,ive us * .*. " _. __ 

the update on the. e.ffect,s -- 

DR. JONES,; We have a global ..,,.. _.&.. j 

communications problem. It goes beyond my "i 

presentation. If you could just give us a 

minute. 

DR. BOLTON: Technological glitch. 

Anything anybody wants to say? 

I guess I'll take th&_opportunity 

to say something I meant to say before we 

began the, presentation thi,s,.",~,~~~,.~,ing. That 

is that in our del.iberations yesterday we * L .,I. ._, / x ‘"*I :i" "*...*lr;riM*~+ I , 

were talking about trying to antic,ipate the 

effects that any decisions, recommendations 

that we made would have on tissue donations. _: ̂" _, 4 i in.. .* ,*, r.\. ,*. ..r.;>A;,.. j *:_ : ~_I ,>:. '""-;<.y: -5, ,; ,,,- ,( c ,. _ 

And today we're getting an update on the 

effects that our de1iberati.o.V. .,_.~_,_,. .,,,I,,r..ri~r,,. __,,lj__,,/II, _:", over the last _s .,_ 

year, year and a ,hal,f have .ha,d ::. the,.,. j 

-, 
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guidance changes that we are having now on 

the blood supply. 

so, in some respects it might have 

been a good idea to have this update first, 

as a sort of precautionary informative 

session, ,@ut in other ways, ,maybe that's a ,, *: , _, .? <xc, ,..," >.‘. ._ " 

good thing that we didn't. 

DR. JONES:, We ,are getting close. 

Here we are., , ,,.i .L.l,ll,i.i __. Steve's presentation 

was intere"sting and important, and it.brings 

to us the perspective of the hospital. Now 

I'll try to bring you some perspective -- I 

think others, th~a*,t,.%,fo"llow me will bring you "uI/ A+,", ,( $2 ,_., ., ; >lietrir, >Z,$ : I_"_ .,,A,~ .,.,&q-~:L&$p .G*m7,.& xi. I‘. .'.,I ,."..?, _a ,*, " _ l^,,.* ., ,, 

the perspective of those that are closer to I ._ ‘_ .,"_... /,.a.-, "..".\,., ,.,~ hl.. ,-m.~r.;,,...'..," ^: ,, ,) :, __ ^ _. 

the source, .o,f this precious life-salving 

resource, the Donor Center perspective. _. 

I'll start off by giving you some 

good news, some feel good information, 

followed by some information that doesn't II x 1 . . : ,"% *",. . , ",b_ _I c., ,"," *1* ..A. _. _ 

feel so good. Not quite one month .has ._ I Ij ,_ 

passed sil?ce..~i,mplementation., of t,@,., %kE.,~ ,,, xij. ._, j_ 

phase of FDA's v,CJD bled., .don,~r~~,.guidance 
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recommended by this committee. Although it , ,. ." 

was very difficult to get much real 

quantitative infor.nation on the,state of the _" .,, * ^_ I;. J ,-..;*/ *.:..isn_/ n.. i -rL ,bxp_ dti =. ,.-irrll,.rir,‘~:‘llirr:li(. ) ,Jd + ,~."~i..,W.i ,", , _. 1~ ..q r _ T ,_ 

supply, much anecdotal inf~rr?W..o_ns is _ .___ .‘. ,_ ., ., , 

accumulating, suggesting that a hazardous 

state of the nation'.s, blqo.d,,gupply is both 

likely and imminent. 

At present, red blood cell supply 

at New York Blood Center avai1,abl.e. for, ~0u.r _"_,_ __ ", 

hospitals is more than adequate. Since the 

announcement of the guidance, we have been 

preparing for potential supply shortfalls by 

major reengineering of our blood donor 

recruitmen,t and collecti-pn,, campaigns. 

Significant augmentations were 

made in our collections goals over and above ,_< lL, _" ,. 

our already aggressive and suc,ce~ssfu.J,~ x , 

campaigns. Resources have" been,inve,st,ed,in _,(I. ,. ."I^/. .& ,. _", _I I, 

news staff and recru+.tment an,d recruitment / H. .a*-, j-.-,i>*,;% n j"b17v ,.,., ~,*~i..i^,'.,i4 ".I i ,. j ", " 

campaign strategies and materials. 

Resources have been invested,i.n. new s;taff ,._. ~.. 

and recruitment campaign as necessary. 
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We have also carefu.lly and 

deliberately secured supply agreements with 

a diverse array of U.S. Blood providers 

that range from 6,000 units per year up 

to 60,000 units per year from small 

independent blood- .c,eqters~,~~~~~!,,~~.etworks of ' "Lrir",G r.*r.i*"*)diia4,,i.l~~~~ uwii.~.i',.., ;c _ r _, *., ,___,~_j (, I _" : 

independence, such as ABC and, BCA, up to the 

largest single U.S. blood provider, the 

American Red Crqss,. ._ We, sa,ute ~the 

commitment, of these-,b.Jood-carry.ing < . ._,* *1 ,,l/ l.i?,.~.. h 

organizati,ons to,help the New York area, 

through this difficult implementa.tion 

period. 

We deliberately structured our 

agreements to supply a substantia& ..,cus.h,~,og ,, _~,__i_( ,., ._ 

because of the uncertainty that we faced-and # I. ..& , 

continue to face around hqw national donor,: ,_ .* 

willingness wilLplay out. Euro blood. 

supply continued to be s,*h,ipped until 

May 31st. Actually, we do continue.to,. 

receive the debt supply but that was a very 

small proportion of th.e overall,s,upply. So, 
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essentially Euro blood is,.almost..oxer:.: ,-._ .(. , ~ “_ i , 

Finally, we have had significant 

.I . I” “-L1.‘“‘ , e.” “” _, .a,,.” a”.. .” . _.‘,_ .~.W, _/.I(_ *a-/“. I‘j*. _i , ,. .%_ “i j, ua,“’ -I .‘- ,.. *, ,w. 

BETA REPORTrNG,&,.VIDEQGRAPHY SERVICE3 ,. . I _..I d,_/ ~"""",,/_/ _.ll.j . .", 8 Q." a_>.Jdl" , ,l.i* "iljli ." 
(202) 638-2!400 l-800-522-2382 (703) 684-2382 :- ._ 

gains in collect-ions and,processing 

efficiency so that our disca,rds and .rejects 

rates are reduced. With all this our .red~ ., 

blood cell,inventory has sustained at more 

than a sufficient level for months. ,I .I ,./% .,._ ,.-qI , ,. ," ..*, . ". _ I. ^ _. 

However, even with limited .._ i.Hor.mat&n~ _,, s,i,!Xe , _ , 

June lst, a frightening trend is beginning 

to develop. Since the end of,May our 

overall red blood cell inventory, while " .- _ ", , .,, (,,,~_ 

still adequate, has dropped by 27 percent. 

so, we're riding up here and now we're 

starting to come down, more or less 

reflecting some of the things Steve was 

talking about. 

Availability of type O-negative 

blood will soon. be at a rat,$on-,$,ng level. 

Actually, at the time I wrote this," that w,a.s " . . /, 

soon to be; now it is. 

Our whole b.lood co!.lect.ions,.,have _ , _ 

dropped precipitously to 13 percent below 
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last month, May 2002; 19 percent below what 

would be expected for our whole blood 

collection campaign; and 12.5 percent below 

June of 2001 one year ago. The number of 

donors presenting it during the first 17 

days after implementing the guidance is 13 

percent lower than last year at the same 

time. This is most r?arJwX in ou.r* , __.", ._ i . 

collections in New York City and in New 

Jersey. 

It is equally disturbing that many 

of our new,U.S. suppliers are reporting 

substantial collections ~diff~~~~,ult~~,,~~,s as well li". ., .c ..^L*l."*)" L1.,l"* ,,,,,. _._ ‘ ,, 

and are now not able to meet,.their 1. a_. ,._",m.. / ;,. _ _,.~ . . 

commitments to New York. This in,clude,s hot-h 

independent ABC Centers and A,mer.ican Red .Li).-,.L.I 1 -x 

Cross supplies. 

Individual center,s ar,e reporting 

unexpected impact of vCJD .ref,e.rra,ls, 

particularly those related to mi.litary 

service. During this timeframe, ABC reports 

a significant increase in cent.er>s*.,r,eporting 
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will give you an update on that. 

This indicates severe supply 

problems emerging in other parts of the U.S. 

and if this phenomenon is sustained, the 

supply in the New York/New Jersey area will 

eventually be as low as, if not lower than, 

those parts of the U.S. We believe that the 

causes of this impending supply crisis are 

multifactorial and only partially resolvable 

in the short term. First, the loss of Euro 

blood is clearly important to the New York 

area supply and, as such, impacts the 

national supply. 

Actually, I might switch to the 

second slide quickly. 

This is our collections curb, just 

to show you quickly. This is the 

September 11th. This is the trough that I 

refer to, and this is our June number. So., 

you see, we're climbing back out of that 
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June, only two or three days to be 

completed. 
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Second, after Euro blood,los,s, the 

timing suggests the vCJD guidance is playing 

a major role in reduced donor willingness to "(_l /.‘,, ̂, SL(_.. ,_ 

donate, as well a-s actual, exclusion from the ___j, _-_/ . ..e.. ., ,_,ll_.. ,.,L __, _. ,.. ̂. ̂e se._ .1/_ i_s"*l.:.l_ : 

donor pool. Whereas ARC shortages are 

clearly not due to recen,t vCJD, d,ef,errals, 

non-American Red Cross centers are clearly L . . ."_..l.i I ../,, .L/ " I-ii.>.(_LI I . ,. ."A.,~..% ,.,, "", ,_">" __,, * 

being impacted, particularly those that are 

dependent on military and military retiree 

donors. Many centers report that it is not 

only the number of donors that are bei*ng 

lost; as importantly, the types of donors as 

those who meet the- crit..eria are often _.. . .._..._. I.‘,._ < ,,o ,. * _., /" ,.., *L..,_l."_, ._ ->- .,/,. ), j 

regular and frequent donors or apheresis 

donors of platelets. 

Third, there remains a donqr 

apathy that continues to, suppress blood 

donations nationwide s.inc,e. the" ,s.,urge of 

donations following 911. This is 
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exemplified in the trough of our month.ly 

collections curve t,hat is",yet to return to I. 

our expected collections baseline, _,_, I just 

referred to that. After the peak, there was 

this trough. We were climbing out of it, 

and now wee see the. June n,umb.,er.. 

Whereas the magnitude of the 

suppression is di.fficu-lt to quantitate and ; .^._ 

varies widely from center to ce.nter, our 

center has,yet to fully recover from this 

reduction in donations, and most centers 

report similar pictures. 

We estimate that when t,he units. 

lost because of collection. an,d.processing 

errors and, expiration is factored in, so far 

the total loss of whole blood .,,. un,i'cs. fqr, __ 

transfusion from the 9-Al.,experience was 

about 5 percent of our an~nual co.l,le~cti,o~.ns :.*...., IX ~ . 

Our experience more recentPly with focus 

groups on 9-11 donors also, tel,ls,"us that t,he, __ i" ,. .‘ ,; 1 

U.S. donating public is still angered over 

the massive outdating of red cells that 

I 
_ “._,, 6,. l,. ,.,,. _ __” “, ,. ,” -_ .,,,. ..“. _j “, II .X.,L.>;..\ j,.x_)*.*,x~ ,.,:  ̂ _/ ,.,A>.^ _ 

BETA REPORTING & VIDEOGRPP.~Y.SERVICES _". I,.." _ ".."_ 
(202) 638~2400 1-8QOr$22-.?3,82 (703) 684-2382 
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occurred and was reported after the 9-11 

donations. 

These groups tell us that they 

don't understand that blood is perishable 

and that throwing away their donations is 

unacceptable. Furthermore, they report that 

they are unlikely to respond to appeals for 

blood donations given the experience 

after g-11; 

Finally, there's the historic 

drop-off in blood donations i.n the summer 

months. Particularly disturbing is the 

sense that this drop-off began occurring in 

April and May, months that usually have high 

donation rates. This deterioration has 

accelerated in June and just two days ago 

ABC, AABB,‘ and ARC released a national 

appeal for blood donations. ,An appeal this 

early in the summer is a dangerous sign that 

the conditions may get worse unless there is 

a massive outpouring of donors. 

These forces taken together 
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blood supply that threatens to disrupt 

hospital care nationwide. Again, I 

emphasize that the supply in the New York 

area is sufficient .at the.,.mpment. Ba.sed on 

assumptions of several weeks ago our supply 

is forecast to be adequate through the 

summer months. 
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However, our assumptions did not 

include a massive shortfall in collections 

throughout the country that would impact our 

new suppliers and reduce their ability to 

supply New York. Nor did they include the 

magnitude of reductions in donations we 

currently see in the New York/New Jersey 

area. The overlay of vCJD deferrrals on the 

current donor apathy and summer donation 

contraction is a formula for disaster. 

19 Every day the nation's blood care 

20 systems must create the red blood cell 

21 supply that will last for only 42 days. We 

22 are not banks. We are pipelines. The 

‘._ ._‘,. .:.-: *:..~a” .‘_II_. .^_j -,a._. : __._ 
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nation's blood supply is neither static nor 

stable. It is dynamic and emminescent 

(phonetic). As such, assumptions we made 

about supply even two months ago may not be 

valid. There is no reserve supply to meet 

demand if collections continue to 

deteriorate. 

In light of the current national 

problems in blood donations, we urge this 

committee, again, to reconsider its 

precautionary position on vCJD referrals. 

While this policy was pursued in the good 

name of blood safety, we fear that patient 

safety is now in jeopardy. 

Thank you. 

DR. BOLTON: Thank you, Dr. Jones. 

Questions from the committee? 

DR. WOLFE: Back about 10, 12, 15 

years ago, I think at the peak then there 

was a big campaign, particularly at the 

hospital level but elsewhe.re to do more 

autologous blood. I'd just like to ask 

“. 

BETA REPORTING & VIQEOGj?APHY SERVICES 
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YOU -- Dr. Nightingale deferred the question 

about that, that came fromDr- Bolton - - j_.^ll " -. 1 _/ _ 1. __~, ->.. _- I ._ 

what has your organization done recently, as 

in since t,he,ti*me that this program was -; ,1 . II A, ..,, . b/ "S,/ .,,_, . ..a" 

going -- it was planned to be implemented 

to -- even though it's a little.bit,out of . ,/ ,- ., ,.. >" ., _d___ 

your purview. But a.sspart of a c.ampaign to 

try and improve the balance o,f, Ws, blood ^ ""( ,I.. (4% I.,) ‘ ., _ ,, _ _ . 

supply, what has your organization done to 

promote more autol,ogous blood donation-s? 

DR. JONES-: WLJ I it's not out of 

our purview at all. We, actually supply that . .- ~ ,. ,I 

service to virtually all the hospitals in 

the area. 

DR. WOLFE: In. tAe-rms of your ‘.,. .._I ,I 

public affairs, what have you done recently 

as part of your other efforts .to.t.r,y and 

keep the blood supply in balance? 

DR. JONES: Well, our first 

efforts are to try to get more donations 

from the public. We've always encouraged 

autologous donations. When"~we get questions 
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about it we talk to qurhospitals. The 

logistics around th,at dare much more ,,e ._L,,,._ ". ,".~-O,^l.>._U a..-, .,',,. ,I.. Is*,. " ‘ ,.. _. I 

difficult than the standa.rd way of operating 

with getting blood supply in through the 

public donors. 

DR. WOLFE: So you haven't done 

anything new in the wake of th,i~s..- pending 

disaster that you're describing? 

to increase the -- 

DR. WOLFE: New things on 

autologous specifically. " " I' /,^. rj _, I _ 

DR. JONES: Oh, no. 

"DR. WOLFE: YOU'VE not done Ix,_* _,._; 

anything new. 

DR. JONES: No., other than to be 

available and encourage blood bank 

directors. We work very closely with them, 

and they're always ready to accelerate that 

if necessary. 

DR. WOLFE: It s.e.e,ms to me that -..:., _ _, .~ ,_ . ..- "S../ *.,a "._ < ,.*. * 

I mean, I think your point about people 
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being turned off because ,..,.Qf. .&31'~~9g to dump 

blood that‘was, c.pl&ected in the wake of ,." ." .a 4". ̂." II^l,.FIIX ", cd- ,-cx:"i .i.L..ii,:-i;.i i / . ^, , <, s,,. .,,' 

September 11, and also there is st~i.11 some * ,‘l ,bd.i :,:> , (_ __ % )\ I ." , 

residual cpnqern about getting infections -- .- ,.. -,^ ^."^ ,.. L_ 

some rational, s 0 me n 0 t r a t io n a 1 ,- - I mean _-~ _,,,i..ji__ I 

giving blood is, no,t some way you get an ,_ . . ..,*_ .^ >._,."A* 

infection., B%yt I think that. it would ,s_,~.,EJ ,.... -" ,, ,~ 1 F*‘l., II ,/- ̂ . _,,,< a.8 ,.-) ,,..~,~,yh,,~...;,~..~.,.ini-. iii .~~..II)I**".*.mC*, .,,h‘*&.:~~%.~.z *_ "_ ii #-';,c;: j p1 ,,; __ 

like an id~eal,.t‘ime,~to capitalize on those / L., _ .,,* 

concerns and mount a mu~,,h~hbigger and newer 

campaign on autologous blood. 

I mean, the -- when .th,is was don% /,-.. _ 

back when, it resulted in a very important 

increase and then it,,sort of faded out. ..* 1 .*5 . . . I, ,I., ,."I .I__ ai. ‘ _\ i" _ i^ ,*:. ._._ _ _. ._, " 

There hasn' t been as, mu.$h publicity. I just 

would suggest that -- and I ‘. "_ wi-11 to,, ev_eryone 

who makes presentations today -- that they ..A \,>,.^ 

ought to figure out what they can do that 

they haven't done. 

You've said you've done anything 

new in the wake of this.to,.t.ry and encourage 

autologous blood. Ob"yiously it's not the . ,lir.I 

only strategy, but it Is one that,.cg,ts _ ., 



r 
1 through a lot of the problems that you've 

2 described:, x I 

3 

4 

DR. JONES: Yes. Now I we have, in 

fact, in the last few months, when we meet 

5 

6 

with our b,lood ban,k directors, which is once ._." , 1 ..‘<.*, b).:) 

a month, put autologous donations on a 

7 higher plane of availability and their ‘ _... 

8 

9 

awareness.. So, we're talking about it where 

the blood bank dir~e.ctp.rq,,..,., We can't -- I I "<,>/Y ~.~.._*..i-;:..i*r~,,,lr*l IS, .,*, F .-,,: ,_,,_ ,* ",), j ,,., . 

DR. WOLFE: _ B u t t.h a t..! s,. .+L.? f; e r n a 1 1 Y - .i a..,\. 'I' < _ *: 

That's, again, not public relations and* 

trying to get the public to do th~is, right? 

DR. JONES: It's really the 

doctors' decision. That;,,s,really the people .,I ,s. i ..,. ,A\ 

we have been working with. 

16 

18 

DR. BOLTON: Dr. Linde-n? 

DR. LINDEN: Well, just, along 

that line IId just like to disagree that I 

don I t think that woul.~,~~,be,_,a_,particu1arly 

beneficial approach. At this point, over 

half of aut.ologous blood is .npt used. _. It'?. 

not needed. 

606 
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Most of the patients who are the 

best candidates for autqlogous are already 

donating. If you had a broad-ba-sed".appeal 

to the public, all you're going to get is 

patients who don't rea,Jly need it and who 

aren't going to use it, and it's just going 

to use up resources that qou1.d be. directed A*" /,,.. .-, _/‘ . ., _ 

toward promoting community donations. I 

mean, I'm not saying something couldn't be 

done, perhaps with the physicians, but I 

don't think that's something that would 

really particularly productive. 

DR. WOLFE: I thought there had 

been a fairly measurable fall-q.ff, you know, 

to autologous blood after the c.ampaigns 

of 10 or 15 years ago. I mean, maybe a lot 

of people are doing this. But I think there 

are still a lot of una.war-q,ne.s,s, on. the,part 

of the public. 

DR. BOLTON: Let me jump in. I 

mean, I brought this up because I had back 

surgery six or seven years ago and I was 
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basically told, IfYou will donate autologous 

blood," and that's it. .It. wa,s just part of 

the procedure. It seemed to me quite 

reasonable. In fact, I was upset that I had 

to sign the waiver that .sai.d .I realize 9-G ,, 

if they don't use my blood on me, they'll 

throw it away. Since I(m a norma. regular 

blood donor, it seemed kind of a shame to..do __ 

that. But I understand the paperwork behind 

getting my autologous donation mixed up with 

the general supply. That sort of makes 

sense. 

But it seems to me.th+'c, for 

elective surgery, good communication with 

the surgeon to -- not from th.e public up but 

from the surgeon down -- to i~mplement this 

kind of practice could save,. a tre.mendou,s. _I, ,_ 

amount of blood. It certa,inly would reduce 

the numbeF of elective qu.rgeries that have 

to be delayed because there isn't blood 

available. That was my only point. 

Steve, did you have a comment? 

1 
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DR. NIGHTINGA,&Ej ,_,,,_ Yes.. It might 

actually be easier for a nephrologist and 

bureaucrats to,make, this comment than, say, a _,." /_\ ̂I‘,_ ^I_ *_ ,-. *._.s .)__ 

blood bank.directo,r., given these particular 

circumstances. But as sorne,~~ne.,.~who actually ,..A ad/x** ,,.,." _#, _1_.__%,M,> A)*"** ,i.s.w< 

has been very actively involved in the blood 

business for the l.ast,.,fiv,e-year period, here 

is my response to Dr. Wolfe. 

Autologous blood donation., when it 

was first proposed and implemented, seemed 

like the ultimate no-brai,,n,er, something that 

couldn't lose. In fact, the experience with 

it has been much less succe.ssf,ul.,"~"han.was, _(_ ".. _. __. 

anticipated, and I believe the best summary 

of that is in the review .of t.r.ans,f.~.s,i~on ,,.‘_ _.. .__ _... 

medicine. 

Was Mark the first author -.: it/s 

a two-parter in The New, E.ngland Journal of 

Medicine -- Mike Collings over there can 

give you the reference -- that. the,.~. ,, ___,. 

expectations have not bee~n re.ali.zed beeqca,use, 

first of all, the population that you're 
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crisis, at least as has been desc"ribed, do 

you not think, particularly because there 

hasn't been a campaign recently, that that 

could not be one of th,e".important components 

of trying to get the balance back? 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: I think, real 

quick -- and here I am speaking back as the 

bureaucrat nephrologist -- what we need is 

long-term solutions to the.sum.m.er slump. As 

Bob said, there's a lot of things going on 

here, but one of the things that's going on 

here is the summer slump. 

The summer slump, yet early -- how 

much of this was a 5?1? . ~.(I1_ _ __, 1 don ' t know, __<._ "_ .< ,.. * ,.. I _, 

Nobody else knows. But th.is is,a summ,er 

slump here. It's ABC, ARC as far as I can 

tell, at least from my limited perspective, 

equally, and we've got to get out of the 

pattern of summer slumps and winter slumps, 

and that's going to take a lot of head 

scratching. That's a solut-ion to our 

problem. 

ii _,,,_i _“.j, 1. r. 

%PHY SERVICES ., .-.._ "Y," ._A. * .=I i; ..o ,"., -_(///*,.a ,<a. ,(_1/ " el. . ,, * 
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DR. BOLTON: Dr. Li"nd,en? .w .,a , .__~ _ 

DR. LINDEN: Just to follow Up ., ,.. ,"...l))_ x1 , .,.~ 

briefly on this, I agree completely with 

what Dr. N$ightingale said and wou.ld just 

that most ,of th_e patients -- or ,many of 

them -- who do need blood foJ,$gy.ing surgery 

who donated autologous blood is because 

basically they were anemic. whe.n ,.they went 

into surgery because they don't -- if you 

compare them with patients who didn.!.t~.. do , _ I 

autologous donations, and other patients 

transfusions; so basical.ly they're just 

getting the blood back_b,,ecause they lost it L I_ x ,.) .\"/ ..__ -w, _^ " _ cleb -I 4. ,_, 

in the first place. So, promoting more of 

that in the sametypes of patients, you 

know, I don't think would be particularly 

productive, in my opinion. 

DR. BOLTON: W-m&as? _._ / 

DR. BELAY: I was trying to .^(,"_, ",. 
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---- policy would not kick in until probably 

October. 

DR. JONES: That ' s. tru% _. Ichs,~ big ,_.__ 

Euro blood, loss -- and we,"knew,this several x ̂ i .a -v_lj.,,* e - ,*, -, .: 

months ago -- our biggest program was the 

Swiss program. They elected, for many 

reasons, many political, not to ask the 

F'rench question; so that took them out. And 

the Germans followed, alo.ng with the Swiss; 

they work fairly close together, those 

programs. So that leaves the ,-Dutch, who, were . . .":,.>u'* ,.Yl . . . . .( .-, ‘, ,, _ 

willing to incorporate the question about 

DR. BELAY: You predicted an 

impending'supply crisis, which you said is 

multi-factorial,?,. 

DR. JONES: I 1 m so5.rj?y? 

?DR. BELAY: YOU say the impending 

crisis is:probably multi-factorial? 

DR. JONES: Yes, I listed the 

factors. 

DR. BELAY: Can you give us an 
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idea what proportion of that w"o,u.ld, be". .~ 

attributab,le to the foreign policy that we . r,( ll.,l, % i j,/y.**ib% 

recommended? 

DR. JONES: We 1.1 I for us the 

timing suggests there's a s.tro.ng impact on 

anticipated that because of. .t.h,e c.osmopolitan 

coastal areas were fo.recast,.~t0,.;.ha‘y,e~;rll,~.,~kj,,",~~ I __ 

bigger impacts of vCJD deferral . . ..t.h.a.n. for" .._ ., .,_ ,_ 

travel than any other parts of the country. 

so, we predicted that. 

We did surveys last year, which 

predicted.someth.i,ng like 7 percent loss 

total when all the phases were in. Now 

we're seeing we don't know what's relative,, , 

to CJD but we've seen in,, the ~-first three _. * *.,,a ,; ,, _",) ,., .'e> * II ‘" ..sps ." - ,, .( ..", / ^ _. 

weeks 13 percent drop-off in donations ,or". _ 

people showing up for the drives,, 

MS. KNOWLES: CanIaslca, __ ,_ 

BETA REPORTING & VIDEOGRAPHY SERVICES . .-z.,.. s ,__,. w‘. .‘ , .,..;*j I, , >. -l,*)lle-O1ll-.. i"; r"i*xll,..ur.~.bw i-k*,. /. 
(202) 638-2400 l-SOq~-~5,~.2-2~82;,~, _; (70.3) 684-2382' _^ 
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17 collect autologous blood for just-in-case 

18 scenarios. Therefor?, we end up losing 

19 between 6Q to 64 percent of the aut,ologous 

20 

21 

anticipated 40, 000 donations",for,the month . j/l, .‘. -. ~:~~_y_/~.~, .,A~~*%‘" i -i, \,.*. ;.i.** .-.. A, ,* ". j.. I _(,/ _ 

of June. We're going to come in at 33. 

DR. BOLTON: Yes? Please _...I -. _" ._.., .^,_. .r . ,,_ , . ,,, ,, ,_., 

introduce yourself. 

MS. ELSAADANY : I am Susie ,__ \ ,__ r ,.I_ .,_^,,I ,_,.,,I ,, ,. _,I _,,;I,, Lj_l,__j ,, -,,, _I_ ,_ ,, .)_ ,;, ,,. 

ElSaadany. I am Chief of,.the S.tatistics ,,a -Y""I*-,. _,a ..\ . ..A." ^*_; Cb%,k InC..j__j I ,<.s il_,i.,n.>ni ,&.> ,,. / ,.,,%A c L_*e... . . _l,. Ij.., _ 

_--- Section at Blood ---- Health, Canada -- 

Ottawa. I%'d just -- 1 I d like to e,labora.te. __ ___j 

on the autologous issue. .I just recently 

finished a study on autologous utilization 

at one of the biggest hospitals in Ottawa. 

donation is quite expensive. &n.d,also we _i.. ..,,., >, ^.._ I_/A.saC.. , ,~ ,...,,, ._ ;I I . 

blood collectemd, because it turns . ..o.ut the,... _ _ "_ __ 

patient doesn't need it.. So, I think it'.s 
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utilization program, then it is quite a 

waste, in my opinion. 

DR. BOLTON: Thank you. Steve, " . . 

and then John. 

DR. DeARMO.ND: It seems like __ I..*l*,l>l. ,^ ,.,.. 1 .,1/xj n".,",".m<____. ,,, ,,.; ,."I_ _ 

there's -- very simple-minded. This is way 

out of my realm. But two major factors seem 

to be involved here at l,east,: ._., .F,i.rst I V-S 

the def'errals that the FDA,. r~ecommende.~,.: - I n.9 _L ,, j 

question. But clearly from the charts, New 

Yorkers will respond when needed. 

,DR. JONES: You may have to bring 

a couple of buildings down. That's the 

problem. 

DR. DeARMOND: B,ut .,,the res,ult~g. I__ ,, . 

after that, of the rejection of giving 

blood, is also -- that seem% .un.reasonable : .._. I /. .m _._. _ ,.". ( I ".. "",,. 

So there seems to be a secondproblem, which 

is: A poor education .o.f the -,-.,so, has 

there been increased attempts to educate the 

individual of the population in this area -,- 

on TV, at baseball games, at other places -- 
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been attempts. In New York, the New York 

area, the message level is so intense,, that , .___ 

to drive any message through that chaos of .I. 

messages is very difficult. You .knv, 

crises get through fairly quickly, but 

routine -- certainly PSAs don't do the, _ 

trick. Paid advertising is prohibitively " (_ 

e,xpensive in our area.,, to do -that - So what i., I a, ,rr-i,.-c.rlrr,;i,i. I; ,1 ~~~r;svI~~,^*,.;ki~~.~~~,~~ ," ,! ‘L _," __ _ ,,.,,,_, J,,_ __, _", 

we've elected to do .is educate donor , ‘.. - / "^I. ..".~.("_ _. _. .I " ‘ / (_ 

chairpeople. The best education and the " ,‘.,". "b‘,. ",.^/,a . ""b., kc. -*x ‘,W .h . . . . c-t.,, ;~~,~:c,~,:,..~-,.'.‘;. ._ ,I.: ; I _~ 

best way to recruit blo".od donors is face to (" ,l.r~..~__l"_..*.,_/lX -Ir"",*%rxi*.- _ ,,." ib aA-4 srar"ci--r-r,~ii\"v‘, lriv .,* A; ,,/., i, ,: , I _ ,. r 

face. We t ve learned that ...o.v~e.r_3,0~a period of 

time. 

Massive appeals. Our-experience 

with advertising has not been real 

productive, and perhaps it's because,, ,of the _",_,, _ 

nature of,qur market that it.'s very .( r j "5: ,.. Gwr ..A. G /, . . . . i 

difficult to get messages through. Other 

markets where there aren't quite So many ,j.. "i ,L -, .,., Iq.>c.. ,_sn_a 
. I . .  , .  

messages may be'easier. But it's clear that 

the American public -- and I'm not. just 
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talking about New .York ,-,- the American #i_ i ,. I.lWj .," . ,..d.a&*,.v%' :A& / ~~~;.~~~~l.l;.~‘~,.; :.t ,~~,.ii,..,.*-rr-:, _. _. J 

pub 1 i c ha s no clue as to the way blood is ‘_ A _ _(_:., ._, __ ~~*.r.~.,d_._j~d"x- ,,., x__(___, 

perishable, -- No,~*I, that you have to get 

the supply in every day because it expires 

in 42 days. 

DR. DeARMOND: .‘"_ ._ So, don't they - * .‘i-d/" , 

believe it. when you say that? 

DR. JONES: I just think it's 

something that doesn't register. YOU" know I 

blood donation i,s,.not somet.,h,i,ng that's at 

the top of my mind. I wake up every morning 

thinking about this, as does P,et.e.r .a,nd, many 

people in this rqom, but we're .a very small 

minority of the population. 

DR. DeARMOND: But., that message m, r_ IS % a,> _,>I j.; itnip3e-vi 

must be like taking drugs. ,.. .,", ."". If you say "No," 

you should say, llBlood supply is 
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TIP,-.-- as;.a ma"tter of fact, we sat with the . . “ ". -,. ."',1'. " ,. .,,'! .: ,‘ ,. 

perishable." 

DR. JONES: I think if we had -- __,. .‘ ,. . . 1 .i _ .L" ,,, k 2. I... $" _.. .._ ;-, ~ ." ;, _ . _, 

listen, I think if we had a national L:./- a*:'. him, x .._,, ,_ _> 

campaign sponsored by the federal government 

to drive t,hi,,s mess-age home, it would work.. _ 

We've been calling for that for we-l.1 over a 

year, and it's not ,happened. 

DR. DeARMOND,.; Well, that is the 

question. How do you pay for it? 1 t.hink ,, 

that you're right, that's really the way 

it's got to happen. 

DR. JONES: The,-,blood care system _ ,",. ._"** ..^ .,,_ (7 : _ 

does not have the,re,s,erve dollars to do _. ., j,,&, j. 2~ 27, Id-li"ri'~*..*-,, *‘irx-'*,bi.**. ‘-^-,,".,Frr,,l.~,~.I^ j_ ,<.,~ .,">, , " _,,., ~.._ /_ _,._ , __ 

this. We're struggling day to day just to 

get the blood supply. 

,DR. DeARMOND: How could that be .<. ,..,(, _:A.. /WC,.* .,., :yI'I.,~.~~~lllli' ,. -" I. _,, 

done? HOW could we. get the government to do 

that? 

DR. JONES: Well, you made a 

recommendatio.,n.,through the FDA to the. _ i _x_*/w,.,_ ". 

Department of ,He..alth and Human Services and ., "I".. . . . ., ,a. .-_-w-. ../. .~<. xII . ,._, .."!, ; ~r*:i"‘b '::: ~{ . _ ___ 
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Secretary himself and urged this, and it 

doesn 1 t se.em.. to.. be_~u,h.appening. There ares 

other priorities. We all understand that. __ \ ., ,‘ _._, -: -.- \ 

Unfortunat,e.ly, it may take a crisis or a 

disaster t,o bring that about. 

DR. BAILAR: It's- really just been ,.. ..‘,.,, .,." 

covered. :~'rn concerne-d that I,,haven't heard i ..,^,."" i. _ -1 ;_ ,". s~-,*il /r .,~ ,,,. . 

messages of any urgency. I stay in very 

close touch with the ne,y&!,.s medi.a _, __ ___ _,:c *, &"--"/. *r:+l, !, read three 

newspapers regularly every day, a fourth one 

on Sunday, I'm in and out"of a lot3 of . . . r ._._, j .i. _, _, "/ 

hospitals. Somehow thi.s~.,message just isn't , m.., *I.l.,w* ._",, 

coming through and somet"hing has to be done 

about it. 

It may take a very long-term 

approach to this. .You,..have people out in ., . . _".,, I 

schools telling kids these n?ess,ages. Give 

them somethi,ng to take horn,,, to, their,.. ", _,_ 

parents. 

DR. J0N.E.S :. 1" Yes, we do. As a 

matter of,fac,t, we have intensive programs 
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related to, the,.D*epartment of Bduc,ation, 

actually now through the New York pcademy of 

Medicine, that takes on the task -of health ,.,_ ~~x_(*.s~‘x_.^ ,)."._" ..* ^‘ 

education .in high schools in New: -York-City, 

and this is part of their c,urric~&Qum - So I _i.t..+_/.> I.. ,s ..-Z‘ .-/," 

there are ~numerous ways that we're working 

to get the education out. t.h,e,ree..W~ __ *&But, again! 

it's a sma,ll.message -- big to us but a 

small message in the fabric o,f- n.umerous n .~ i _. ̂ ../i"~",~_. .I and 

sometimes ,ot.hers.think more important, - I .,j_. -.,>, ". "... ._Lei,*" ._s .,,, A.wIdm. 

messages. 

DR. BAIGAR : I w,ould guess from -i.. 

what I hear, here, and othe,r.,places that the 

problem is not that the public is reluct,ant.. 

to donate but thatthey don't understand the 

need. 

DR. JONES: I think, there's. t,.wo _ I_ ., ,_ 

things. The 9-11 situation de,finitely put a .I. ‘ ‘ ,s*_ . . ^_ ̂ 

new dynamic into the system as to the 

public's willingness or interest 5.9 d..sFk%& ..,,,.,. j ,_II_ ,,., /. .,, 

blood. Now, there was a significant amount 
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something that was inevi.table because of -- ., s... /.I. ,, I.‘> ,.). . ._ i - .~" _ (_ .A _" \ .,_ _ _,.. . ". 

and that you can do what,.you can to freez,e 

blood, that that strategy is expensive and 

not as effective, __ - 

Still, the public operates on a 

very day-to-day kind of, you know, 

what-have-you-done-fpr-me--in-the-last,.;,.* ,__*_,,. -_ _. ". I . e _/"S% . ..., ,. L .,"..~ < . 

ten-minutes mode of t,hink.ing, and SO I think 

we're dealing with that psychology. It'll 

slowly, you know, ebb away as we have more 

appeals. 

I think one o.,f.the things we .,. ..a ., -,,. j i .I.. ;. *w 

learned from 9-11 i,s the destructive impact I _.-". --i,l;. _ S^‘ ,d. , i ,* , ,.,, I__ax ~x~"y/.-,/e"~~. ., "*.‘.,.-"*-r 

of allowing that kind of surge of donations 

to happen. We simply must not let that 

happen again because of the destruct.ive I. - ."irr,~.**;;.i*l-P*I ‘ri>i*>i_^--,~-6>1 *il.*. # ., a z*. (dlj _ 

impact. We lost a lot of, ground. 

DR. BOLTON: DT~, ..I;lind$~? , ., _._ ,.;_ _. <_ 

DR. LINDEN:. Yes In terms of i ,"._ -(, il I.--~*.,"A # ._,, *au _?% lililaX, .+ln.iti*,~*r+" /-., i",_l _,_,_ 1 / _l,, ,."".. ,.~ 

government actions, I can just let you know 
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that Commissioner +ye,$b..g, hasLo,mad,.F funds _." 

available for a project that we're pursuing 

shortly through -the Department of Motor 

Vehicles in New York, and everybody who 

renews a driver's license or car 

registration is going to be getting an 

insert that talks about the need for blood 

and gives the 800 numb,ers for, b"oth the Red 

Cross and the New York, Blood Center. 

We're going to start with a 

million of those a,nd then go from there and 

see how that works. I'm not overly 

optimistic but it's an interesting sort of 

experiment, and if it were to work, that 

would be something that could be considered 

in other states- as,. W$‘l;l -, ..qo,yl of course, 

I'm from New York. There's a lot of people 

in New York City that don't drive, but weld 

at least reach some of the them,. 

DR. BOLTON: Those that drive 

don't drive well: ,, , 

DR. JONES: I might add there's 
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another dynamic sort of creeping into the 

system as we've talked to donors and focus 

groups, and that is the perception that's 

out there, especially with a lot of recent 

publicity about artificial blood and blood 

replacements, that this doesn't have to 

happen anymore, that they don't have to come 

to blood donation centers or go to blood 

drives because we've got the answer. It's 

artificial blood. 

Now, we all know in this room that 

that will help. That's No. 1. No. 2, it's 

not here yet, and No. 3, we don't really 

know what the therapeutic utility of 

those -- or downside -- of those products is 

going to be as yet. For the public to have 

DR. BOLTON: Other questions? 

Well, I actually just want to make one 

comment. For those that didn't understand 

what Dr. Jones was saying when he said that 

..*.i, ,” _ I. I .(“,, * i ‘. ” , ,““. _ I 
I 

._ . , 
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the French question, that's because the 

French -- the deferral for residence in 

France for greater than five years is part 

of the Phase 1 deferral, and that had to be 

implemented in the Euro blood portion, even 

though Euro blood is Phase 2. So, if they 

weren't willing to ask the question, then 

you couldn't use that blood essentially. 

so, that's what the French question was. 

DR. JONES: That's right. Sorry 

if I didn't make that clear. 

DR. BOLTON: Thank you, Dr. Jones. 

DR. JONES: Thanks. 

DR. BOLTON: Our next speaker is 

Dr. Peter Page from the American Red Cross. 

Dr. Page? 

DR. PAGE: Thank you very much. I 

appreciate the opportunity to provide some 

information that the Red Cross has collected 

in this matter of concern. 

Next slide, please. Dr. Scott has 

reviewed already the chronology of deferral 
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criteria that the FDA guidance has done and 

also deferred to the Red Crosses. Just by 

way of background, there was an initial vCJD 

deferral back in March.of 2000, which we 

implemented; and then early in 2001 Red 

Cross gave great thought to the appropriate 

thing to do and picked some geographic donor 

deferral criteria based upon the concern and 

the uncertainty of the epidemic and the 

risk, saying at the time that these criteria 

could be changed as new data might become 

available in the future. 

Next slide. That decision in the 

spring of 2001 was implemented in October 

of 2001. It takes some time to write our 

procedures, our training material and to 

train our 7,000 collections staff scattered 

to 36 regions throughout the country in 

order to do it. Then subsequent to that in 

early January the FDA issued the guidance 

that would take place in two phases -- June 

and November of this year. So, the Red 
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Cross implemented it earlier and not at the 

time that other blood centers implemented 

their changes. 

Next slide. This is a little bit 

more detailed than Dr. Scott's slide just to 

show that there have been changes in 

deferral and that the FDA, the Red Cross, 

and the Department of Defense have had 

differences already, and the last two lines 

just point out that Canadian Blood Services 

in Hema-Quebec, have different criteria as 

well, including some that are even more 

strict in Quebec than ours. 

Next slide, please. I'll focus on 

the two major differences as I think 

Dr. Scott did -- presence in the U.K. for 

three months. The American Red Cross 

started off with 1980 to the present, and 

that remains today our stance. The FDA cut 

it off in '96. The other major difference 

is for the rest of Europe, which is -- for 

everybody it's still from '80 to the present 
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that we require only six months' presence 

whereas the FDA and most of the rest of the 

U.S. is five years. 

There are some minor differences 5 

want to focus on here as to military bases 

and small neighboring countries, which for 

simplicity of operations and minimization of 

errors we chose to do a little bit. of 

lumping. 

Next slide, please. So, first the 

U.K. deferral. I've already mentioned our 

criteria and the FDA crite.ria. Based upon 

input from several consultants with 

experience with vCJD and BOC in Europe and 

elsewhere, and also upon the reassurance of 

this committee a meeting or two ago about 

the effectiveness of measures in the U.K., 

in 1996, Red Cross has decided to not 

discriminate against perfective donors for 

time spent in the U.K. since '96. We will 

be consistent with the FDA guidance in that 

regard, and our implementation time, for 

I 
,. -\ .! _, _i .i , ., “. _,. .,,:. ~ ,_ _. 1 
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that is targeted for November of this year 

once again. because we have to reprint our 

forms, develop training material, and train 

all our staff. 

Next slide. However, for the rest 

of Europe deferral criteria, where we have 

only six months' presence required for 

deferral rather than five years, the 

consultants advised us that due to the lack 

of food chain controls in the number of many 

other European countries, the fact that 

there is not active surveillance in many of 

the countries and the concern about the 

potential for suppressing of some reports, 

they now have information about what we 

don't know and the level of concern remains. 

so, the question we asked 

ourselves was would there be any risk to the 

Red Cross in changing these criteria to be 

less strict and all other risk is 

theoretical and minuscule. The feeling was 

if asked the question, there might be an 

BETA REPORTING &, VIDEOGRAPHY SERVICES 
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increase. So, for the time being, we are 

not changing our deferral criteria for six 

months in the rest of Europe. 

Next slide. Now I want to review 

our experience in donor deferrals, blood 

actually collected versus our plan or our 

g-1, and then also I have data on our blood 

distribution, levels to hospitals, and our 

inventory levels. I will update it based 

upon some questions with some overheads at 

the end. 

Next slide. We implemented our 

most strict deferral criteria on 

October 15th, 2001. This is a chart of 

daily deferral percents for all American Red 

Cross blood centers, all 36 of them, and it 

is deferrals specific to variant CJD. You 

can see that from the deferral implemented a 

while ago, it is less than a 10th of a 

percent. That was due to more than six 

months in the U.K. or receipt of bovine 

insulin, and on October 15th, it went up to 

BETA REPORTING & VIDEO-GRAPHY SEfiVICES 
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about 1 percent per day when we went to only 

three months in the U.K. and six months for 

the rest of Europe. So, it averaged about 1 

percent after we implemented it. 

The next slide is the same except 

by week, which goes from prior to 

October 15th up into the end of March of 

this year, and you can see that there is 

culling. In other words, donors get the 

message that they will be deferred and don't 

come and show up in the first place, or when 

they arrive at the blood mobile there may be 

a sign that educates them about the deferral 

criteria and they don't even sign up or 

register so they aren't counted. 

so, the deferral data I'm showing 

you do not count the people who know not to 

come in the first place or the people who 

show up but don't sign in. So, the 

deferrals are an underestimate of the loss 

of productive donors to us. The amount of 

that we are not able to quantitate. 

I 
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Next slide. There has been 

mention already about differences in various 

parts of the country, and coastal cities may 

have a higher deferral rate in our 36 

regions. I do have the data -- I can show 

you for all if you want, but we had a range 

implemented immediately after October 15th, 

one that went from . 2 percent to a high in 

one region of 1.45 percent. That has now 

come down to . 25 to 1.15 percent in March of 

this year with partial culling. 

As to the actual number of donors 

registered but deferred and lost per month, 

they are in the right-hand column. 

Beforehand they were 360; immediately after 

October 15th, there were 5600 per month. 

Red Cross collects about a half million 

every month, as you'll see shortly, and that 

has dropped down to about 3700 per month. 

Next slide. This is the first two 

of four similar graphs. 

This goes back to January of the 
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year 2000, and the top one is the deferral 

rate, all presenting allogeneic donors; 

autologous not included. It is by month. 

Dr. Scott referred to, previously, 

an almost 5 percent increase in deferral 

that occurred in August 2000 when Red Cross 

went from doing the hemoglobin sampling for 

adequacy of blood and the donor from the ear 

stick sample to the finger stick sample, and 

that change resulted in losing almost 5 

percent of donors. 

If you look where October 15th 

in 2001 would be, you see an up for one 

month, but in the scheme of things you don't 

see a major change upward in deferral 

remembering. Again, this doesn't count the 

people who didn't come and didn't register. 

The bottom slide here shows in 

blue our budgeted collection goal for every 

month. Primarily, it differs from month to 

month, dependent upon the length of the 

month and the number of weekends and 
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holidays, that ongoing patient needs every 

weekday remain about the same year round. 

In red is our actual collections. 

You can see that we did pretty well. The 

big bump, or the peak in the red, is 

September and October of 2001 after 

September llth, and the drop thereafter in 

BETA REPeRTING~& V$DEOGRA$'HY SERVICES *_*, <8_ -*, x (_.. "," .'m,.-"->x ;. *-,, lIX, "* _ __ ,,. 
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month as is December because of the 

holidays, we believe that there was a lot of 

negativism in the Americanpublic about the 

outdating of blood donations and blood 

donations not used aft,er September llth, and 

there was a fair amoun,t of rq9di.a publicity 

of that, and that's what we attributed to 

January. Since then, up through April we've 

done pretty well, and I will show more data 

on that. 

The next slide shows distribution. 

This is the number of red cell units we,, 

distributed by month to all the hospitals 
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served in pur 36 regions, and you can see 

that that varies a bit. If you look at 

September of 01, it's down, probably because 

the number of hospitals were collecting 

their own blood. And with the excess blood 

collected after September llth, blood was 

readily available from a number of sources, 

and less was requested of Red Cross during 

that period. 

Since then, however, I think you 

can see that our distributions, which 

reflect transfusions, had gone up every 

month for awhile -- may be leveling off 

again, but part of the reason for the 

shortage, we believe, is an increase in 

transfusion usage by patient. So, we have 

other data that is consistent with that. 

Now, if you look at the average 

daily inventory of red cells in our Red 

Cross blood centers, which does not include 

the blood in the hospitals, you can see that 

in the year 2000 we had as low as 50,000 on 
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Next slide. This is the last in 

the PowerPoint presentation. I think this 
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an average for the month during the summer, .,.‘.I I. .."., 

which is low, at a time when., we yere on n ".^_..% .; 

The subs‘equent summer of 'p.1, 

prior to September llth, we spent a lot of 

money on paid advertising, which did help a 

little, but it was very expensive, and that 

September 11, and you see that as that 

outdated and donation,s, di,dn't,,pick up again 

afterward that t~he i,nventory ha,s gone down. / s " ,_ ,. ., 

Up through May it remains at a 

data suggests that when anticipated and 

planned for, new donor def.erral criteria can 

be accommodated by intense, expensive, and 
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vigorous donor recruitment effqrts, which I 

think we have all engaged in. After the 

increase in deferrals ----, there is culling 

and the def.erral rate drops. We also have 

noticed that with implementation of new 

tests. The people who are ineligible are 

deferred and don't come back. So, the rate 

of those who come is lower. 

But the point to emphasize is that 

we need more regular volunteer blood 

donations, and we still need them to prevent 

seasonal shortages which we're facing now. 

I will just try to show two overheads which 

give more recent data in that regard, if I 

can figure out how to do this. 

The first overhead will be our 

inventory levels by week, which is updated, 

and then the other one will be our projected 

inventory. In Red Cross we have blood 

mobiles scheduled out up to six months, and 

we renew or refine those schedules and 

project units that all the schools, 
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colleges, companies, and factories that we 

collect at so~we. can project how much we 

expect in the upcoming period. 

This, however, is our inventory 

that goes back about a year, and it shows 

that after 9-11, the inventory shot up and 

then it drifted downwards. Not s%hown in my 

PowerPoint presentation is that the 

inventory has now more recently -- and this 

goes up to June 24 of this year -- it has 

dropped down. It's down to levels. of the 

summer of '01 before. 

so, as I think Dr. Jones said, you 

have enough blood today. But the concern is 

in the upcoming periods, particularly with 

the July 4th weekend. 

so, utilizing our current 

inventory, our projected hospital usage, and 

our scheduled and projected blood 

collections, we show that the i.nventory next 

week with the holiday on a Thursday -- which 

is a difficult time f,or us -- will decrease 

(202) 
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and continue downward,. The black line,.i"s, ,- 

what our inventory was this time last year, 

which was more stable due to,th:e increased 

efforts th,at we had made then. 

We, too, have made efforts a-lready 

but I think the entire.,co,unt,ry and all the 

blood collectors together are right now 

trying to initiate a national media appeal 

for more blood dona,tio~ns to prevent that 

shortage, which could Abe quite severe. 

Thank you. That concludes my 

remarks. 

DR. BOLTON: Questions from the 

committee? Steve? 

DR. DeARMOND: When we were 

looking at this issue a year ago, the 

projection from the American Red,Cross 

was -- I think itwas under ,,lO, percent loss 

of blood supply -- I can't remember -- it 

was 8 to JO percent or somet.hing like 

that -- and that the FgA"~ecornrnendatipns _ .;_. ," +,I+- ..,SIX 1 ,, , ', 

were the order of 5 percent, which seemed to 
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be a reasonable compromise. But now from 

your projections, are you going past that 10 

percent loss of blood supply? Has in 

reality the deferrals cr.eated an,even 

greater loss? 

DR. PAGE: I don't think that the 

projected loss now and next week is so much 

due to deferrals as to-, people not coming in 

the first place due to donor apathy, being 

on vacation, or not coming to the blood 

mobile. Projection of a d.e,ferral "loss,.or a, 

testing loss in advance of implementation 

has always been difficult. 

There have been postcard surveys, 

there have been general surveys, and my 

personal sense is that they have generally 

overestimated what the actual accountable" _ :.-* 

deferral or test loss,was. ,Inpart, I think 

that's because w,ord gets out and people who 

think they're going to be deferred don't 

come at all. 

The problem is people who think 
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they may be deferr,ed and don't come might ,< 

really be eligible. So, I think the loss of 

who doesn't come is the greatest effect, and 

our problem now is people not coming to 

donate, that we need eligible people to 

appreciate the need. 

DR. BOLTO,N :, _,) IA'm.sorry you took ,i >. ..s. .j ,a*/ 

down the qverhead beca,use ,I.. ,ha.ve a,".guestion 

about that. On your second overhead -- 

that's okay, we'll do it from memory -- on 

your second overhead you're projecting into 

the future a significant drop in 

collectipns., YetI if you look at your 

previous year's collection rate,th.roughout 

the summer, it was pretty constant and even 

slightly increas,ing. So, what's the basis 

for which you have the projection for 

decreased rate of col+ection? jj_ /-., 

DR. PAGE: This slide ,tYnqt you 

refer to is GO<, coJlectio,ns.; it's inventory. 

1 

So while it includes, %JBEj., .e f f e c t * f - A.‘ _:I d"C y:a s e. ,"._.~ 8 __,,. ‘.., $ _ -. 

in collections, it also includes defective.,, 
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increase in tWransfusions, which are referred 

to or mentioned. 

DR. BOLTON: But the question 

still pertains. Your previous year's 

experience woul,d indicate that the trend -,_ r/ :*.. _I. . . _" 1 , j ~,(" ._, 

goes in the other way. 

DR. PAGE: In the previous year we 

spent a great effort in donor recruitment 

with national mailings in tens of millions 

and with te,ns of milli,ons of, .dolla,rs, in paid 

advertisin,g, which had a m,inimal h+ub full I 

effect. We alre contin.uing to do a number of 

measures but npt spending that much money 

now. I think as Dr. Jones alluded to, the ,, ,.., 

word lVworl.dl' may be a different place now 

and there may be some post-g-11 apathy and 

concern about every drop of blood or every 

drop of red cel.l,s not $b,*e,i,,ng used. 

DR. BOLTON:, So, your analysis of 

your advertis-ing experience last year was 

that it was really not cost effective. 

DR. PAGE: It was minimally 
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effective bu,t not cost,effectiv.e i,n then 

scheme of things. Having government company 

university leaders espousing importance of 

donating and providing the opportunity for 

their staff or their students‘is more 

important and s~pmething that is challenging ~ ".,_ 

but we continue to pursue. 

DR. BOLTON: Other questions? 

THE WITNESS: .Allen Williams, CBER 

Office of Blood. ,,, _ Peter thanks for 

compiling and presenting this data. I think 

they're very useful in trying to understand 

the dynamics of something like this. 

One question: In your handout you 

had some of the regional data, and if you 

look at the, range for approximately the last 

quarter of '01, the differe~nce. betwee,n .the,, _ .‘. 

low and the high in the range is about 

seven-fold. Now, we anticipated a higher 

rate of deferral in the coastal areas 

because of tr,avel. 

We understood there would be a 
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fair amount of militar.y-related deferral, 

but we didn't know quite what the 

dislocations might be related to the 

military deferrals, and we're getting 

anecdotes suggesting that the Carolinas and 

Georgia in some areas are being hit hard. 

Could you comme.nt within theeRed Cross 

system your observations? 

DR. PAGE: Yeah, I have that data 

but I didn,'.t project it. I have it on an 

overhead, but Alan is correct, it is very 

different amongst regions. The highest 

deferral rates for us were in th?, Norfqlk, 

Virginia area and in Ala.bama, where we have /_ ., 

high military collections. 

We don't have that great a 

percentage of collections in others. ,_,, Each ". ,. 

deep set of three.bars. isone region, and on 

the left in purple is the northea.st. The 

north central is in yellow. South central 

is next in white or light gray, and the 

orange is out in the west. So, I think 
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youtll see a difference amongst regions. 

The smaller,bar in the beginning 

is March of '0.1, before!our October 

implementation. The next one is March 

of '02, a year later, comparing month to 

month a year apart, unaffected by recent 

deferral changes, and the back one is the 

highest immediately after October 15th. 

To my surprise, our greater 

Washington, D.C., metropolitan area region, 

which-is headquartered in Baltimore but 

includes Washington, D.C. and some of 

Virginia, was not amongst the highest. I've 

learned tha,t that,wa,s :one of several regions 

that did more than -others i,n pre-educating 

donors at.;the site, that they would be 

deferred if they had traveled in Europe for . . _", 

these periods in time. So, they we,ren't 

registered or weren't even counted. So, a 

major factor in interregional differences 

is, I think, the operation or management 

practic,e diff,e.r,ences in, those donor _, . . . ,, _;. .,; .__, ,~ , : 
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DR. BOLTON:, Other questions? I 

have one. I'm curious. This is perhaps a 

glass-half-full versus,,glass-half-empty 

question, but there seems ,to b,e,a, lot of 

focus on deferrals, and it can b-e quite 

obvious and dramatic the .inc,rease in 

deferrals ,when you look at the before and 

after the implementation of the guidelines. 

But, in fact, the collections don't seem to 

be affected ,that much, and, as I, discus‘sed ,e- .‘I , .I_ ), _ 

previously, the inventory experience at 

least has not been dramatica.lly affected. _. ..,,,. 

Are you using -- do you use the deferral as 

an early warning, or is this -- 1 mean, 

obviously you're sensitized to that, but a 

one-percent increase in deferr,a.l r,,a.te due t"o, _ . ,^) , ._) .- '.,.':I.' :- 

vCJD criteria can &e ,"a"sily overcome by a 

few percent increase jn,,traffic_ in, is that 

not right? 

DR. PAGE: With advanced planning, 

and I would quibble with your use of the 

:’ -. ’ 
. i ,, f I .> _” 
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word fFeasily.lt Donor equipment is not easy. 

DR. BOLTON: .Ye,ah, I withdraw the 

word "easily." 

DR. PAGE: Yeah." With notice. I 

think part of -- the summer is traditionally 

a difficult period. We collect up to 20 

percent of our donations from high school 

and college students, and we collect when we 

drive our truck there ,and offload and, .._'. 

collect in the auditorium a large number of 

people at once. ,,We can't go there in the 

summer because they're not there. 

so, that's 20 percent that we hav-e 

to try harder to get from som.ew"here -else 

amongst busy people who are on vacation as 

well. Deferrals are ,what,we can count but ,.z L ‘,. 

blood collections are what really matter, _,.. _, 

and those are not meeting goal now, and our 

projections are that t.h,,ey will be not 

meeting goal in the upcoming months either.. 

DR. JONES: I.'d lik-e the 

opportunity just to reiterate the point that 
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the on-site defe,rra-1s are just the bare tip 

of the iceberg of what the impact of 

deferrals is, and with the people who aren't 

showing up in the perceived notion that one 

would be deferred I 1 th,ink k"eeps more people 

away than we can measure, No. 1, but a much 

larger number than just what we see on-site. 

That's our. experience. That's Peter's 

experience. I'm sure Celso will be the 

same. Collections have been dropping of 

dramatically since June 1st. 

DR. PAGE: Yeah, collections from 

those who implemented deferrals are dropping 

June 1 perhaps due to new deferrals but also 

because of the traditional summer problem. 

Red Cross had,no cha,nge in deferral criteria . 

June 1, but our collections a>re low<e,r now 

than in May. 

DR. BOLTON: I think that it's 

going to take some,time to discern which-of 

the many factors are re,sponsible for those 

BETi% RjSPO.J?TIN,G 
(202) ,638-2400 l-800-522-2382 (Y/odJ L)BY-L3UA 
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the committee and the public don't take away 

the impression that the,s,e ,a,re~ s.olely ,due to 

variant CJD deferral crite,ria. 

DR. PAGE: However, there could be 

concern th,at i,f there is more BSE or variant ,, , _ .".1 . . ,, 

CJD in other count,ri,e,s, in the future if. 

similar practices are engaged that 

accumulative "ads coul,d, on"ly hurt. 

MS. KENNEDY:, I have ,a question. 

Good morning, Moia Kennedy with ----. 

DR. BOLTON,: Did you identify 

yourself? 

MS. KENNEDY: Yes, I did, Moia 

Kennedy. I have a question. This may sound 

a little ignorant, maybe my brain is still 

asleep. But when you're talking European 

deferrals, are you referring totally to 

Americans,visiting Europe or have European 

countries traditionally donated -- the 

people, the European citizens, traditionally 

donated to the United States? 

DR. PAGE: The defe,r*ral criteria ^. .I /. 
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don't relafe,to ci,tizenship or place of 1 i a: _,,., ," j 

birth -- accumulative number o-f months spent _., _, 

in the U.K. or in other countr>ies of ,,Europe. .' 

MS. KENNEDY: Qk.w, but I guess my 

question was: In, the past, have Europeans 

United States? 

DR. PAGE,: My understanding is 

that in Europe the number of volunteer whole 

States it's higher in rural areas tha,n i,t ,is 

in urban. 

MS. KENNEDY:, But &as",, European 

blood companies -- 

'DR. BOLTON: I think we're going 

to move on. This i~s,,not-a,question that's 

directly relevant to the com~mi,ttee <in.. 

deliberations at &hi? i ~$k "_._, ,. ,% _, _.__‘ ., .“, , 

MS. KENNEDY: Thank you. 

DR. BOLTON; would you like to 
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make a state,ment? -Introduce yourself, .," : 

please. 

DR. WARWICK: 1,'" Ruth Warwick, 

National Blood Service -- 

DR. BOLTON: Turn the microphone 

up1 please. Please stand closer to the 

microphone. 

DR. WARWICK: Ruth Warwick, ) __.: ‘ 

National B,lood Se,rv?ic-,e,, U. K. I wonder if I 

can just comment on th,e di.scuss,ion that I've 

heard, which is that what, the U.S. is, ._ . 

experiencing now may be the beginning of 

what will be somethaing that will be much 

more of a,crisis in due course. If I may 

give a little bit of the.,experience in the 

U.K., where we are anti‘cipating that we may 

defer donors w~h,o have previously been 

transfused, and obviously the impact of that 

in the U.K. will be much,greater than it I 

would be in the U.S. .Secondl,y, we are 

anticipating the impact that a test for 

variant CJD may have on the donor 

I 
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With the first aspect, the donor 

deferral for transfusion in the q..K.', ,we I ,(_,^ ".-,A.* ..~. ̂_ < 

anticipate that may be between 10 and 15 

percent. We haven't got surveys to show 

that, but that's what we are anticipating, 

and with the introdu,ct:ion of.,;a ,:tes,t, we 

anticipate the donor ,d,eferral may be as high x .,, 

as about 5,O percent because donors may not 

wish to be, tested orA to know the results of 

tests in the current c,limate. 

I give that as a background 

because ther,e had .to,be, obviously, a much 

more stringent approach to having adequate 

supplies for blood transfusion for those 

recipients that really need it. We haven't 

just looked at increasing the donor supply, 

but we've looked at the othe,r end of the 

chain, which is improving usage, and that 

was what I wanted to,com,ment on, but I had 

to give the breakdown t,,o,understand whe,re I ., 

was coming from. 
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One of the things that we are 

having to considerably do is to educate 

users to ma,&?, s,v.$ ,.,_ t~,~.~~.,!$~.,~p.~ is used ^ ,lr"'-',, ..?a \,_~.,l,- I -_ ~ ~., __ __i_ ,.., ,, 

appropriately, because there is considerable 

variation in practice, and there's a huge 

literature in the United States sh,ow,+ng that I/ I 

there is poor appropriateness of transi~tion, 

therapies of all sorts, particularly ---- 

huge variations. Changes in practice 

promoted by the FDA to the us,ers might make 

a very dramatic effect on the converging ^^. .I_ ‘ _ I .* "ti_ ,,.,._. I,_ ..f..,.. ,_ l,,,_ _., ., j ( 

between the donor,..av,~il.ab,i1ity and the usage 

of that ---- aspect. 

We are also,ha,ving to encourage 

the use of autologous but not in redeposit 

but in increasing the use of self-salvage in 

those operations , ,__ ,,_I w~here that Is feasib,$e.. : 

That's particularly in cardiac surgery, 

orthopedic procedures, and many others that 

you will be able, to t,hi.nk,, of,. , 

All of these can be improved 

further.by very stringent audit to ensu.re 

I _/I +-.,s .#i” , “.d’L. . . >I j_ i r.“s .>I _ ./ % :. ^? :. ! ; ” 1 ) __ __ j -, ’ 
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that best practice is,implemented. I think 

that even in the Un.ited S"t,a,tes perhaps a 

very more long-term view and strategic view 

is what ne,eds.to.,be taken on board, not just ,, .. 

donor acquisition. 

The other aspect, of course, is 

that if we know there ,are ,r.is*ks as.soci.a,ted -- __ ,, 

with therapy by transfusion of all sorts, 

then they become the liability issues to be 

considered because- inappropriate transfusion 

having a transmitted infect,ion of any sort 

of course cannot be ,defended. ‘. _, ,_/ _ ,_ 

Thank you. 

DR. BOLTON: Thank you very much. 

I think that's ,a,n important warning, if you 

will, to the blood collectors a.nc the,users 

of blood, that we don' t, in fa.c.t kn~o~~~~~~h~,at I _,_ 

the future holds. Our primary aim in 

recommending the deferral,.s is t,p prevent an 

epidemic of variant CJD in this country. , 

It's not necess‘arily to prevent a single 

case but to prevent epidemic spread. But we 
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don't know what the,experience will be in 

the U.K., and we are sort.,,of preemptively 

trying to reduce our ,ri,sk to the "minimum, 

acceptable while maintaining an acceptable 

level of blood. 

Obviously, if the situation 

worsens we, will need to ,look very carefully 

at being more efficient in the use,or,blood 

as well as in the cpl,l~~ccti"?n-of-blood. So, _... 

I think those words w,e*re. vA,ery important to 

hear. 

Yes, Dr. Linden. 

DR. LINDEN: I just wouldn't want 

to leave the impression that that's not 

already being done. I know in New York we 

just sent out some guidelines about blood 

conservation. The utilization, review 

committees are very active. This is already 

being done to try to maximize blood us~age to 

be appropriate and not be.excessive,, so 

that's a1read.y being done. 

DR. BOLTON: Excellent. "".."S, .‘.. .* . _, , _ ._.. 
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DR. LINDEN: But,I ~agree it's an 

important issue. 

DR. BOLTON: Dr. Bailar an"d~ then ‘ .: ..-, 1 - _ 

we'll move on. 

DR. BAILAR: What 1 s the de.lay 

here? If this committee recommends .a ,change 

in policy on day X, how long would it take 

for that to show up and increase donations? 

Are we talking about three months, six 

months, a year? 

DR. BOLTON: Steve, would you like 

to comment? 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: Eighteen 

minimum, absolute minimum -- 36 if it's 

accepted. 

DR. BOLTON: Thirty-six. You mean 

in terms of getting something into 

regulation. Or are you talking about an 

impact on the blood supply? 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: Doqr to,door. 

DR. PAGE: , Hopefully -- 

DR. BOLTON: Steve, was it up 18 

I T .( .< "<.$, _, I,. , / .+x,-j j, $"< ,,., ,... y " ~'L,,$:,"e.*i: 
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to 36 months we're talking about? 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: Yes. 

DR. BOLTON: I'm not sure -- maybe 

that's not addressing Dr. Bailar's question. 

DR. NIGHTINGALE: I'm sor,ry, since 

time is an issue I tried to give you my best 

guess without all the embellishments. As, I 

believe this committee.:knows, I can go on at 

some length but I don 

to do so right now. 

DR. BOLTON: 

It think they want me 

-Jay, maybe you have a 

different point of view. 

The microphone, please. 

MR. EPSTEIN: It's a s,imple and 

direct question, but it's not a simple 

answer because everything depends on what 

exactly is done. You know, on 

September llth, the agency issued urgent 

guidance within 12 hours. On the other 

hand, it can take upward of six years to do 

regulations. So, the question is what's the 

situation? What's the rem.edy? If we're 

.’ , _ . . .: .(“_ )__:. ,<“: :~ “̂  I I, _. > , 
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talking about new federal, do.ll,ars< then, you 

know, we have to get a budget proposed that 

contains the item. We< have to get an ". ..,c .,., .., .L1 

appropriation. Perhaps that means a n.ew 

program infrastructure. .If you're simply 

talking about public service ann.ouncemen,t,s~, 

well, then the question is who are you 

trying to commit? 

If you're looking for certain 

public officials, you have to get the issue 

up onto their radar screen, you know, then 

you need a process. So, I think -- you 

know, we could answer the question if we 

were talking about a specific measure, but 

to say what would a decis.ion h.ere or,a _ 

statement here do dire,ctly, that's unclear. 

I mean, will the media cover today's 

proceeding; will it be a big splash, a 

little splash; exactly what is the message 

that gets communicated? 

I mean, there are just too many 

variables to answer the question. We could 

I 
,i’ _,; 
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answer it we were t,a,lking about concrete 

steps. 

DR. BAILAR: ~Wh,at I 'rn hearin,g in 

general is that there ' s..a~,~~s,o1~..~",~1~ nothing 

this committee can do,.,about this year's . ,". ,:, 

summer slump, probably not next year's 

either. 

DR. BOLTON: No, ,I couldn't -- 

maybe that's a little ,too pessimistic but 

we'll see. 

At this point, we're going to move 

on though. Thank you, Dr. Page. Our next 

speaker is Dr. Celso Bianc,q,from America's ., 1. 

Blood Centers. 

DR. BIANCO: Thank, you. It's 

important that I explain that America's 

Blood Centers is a national network of .,; " <.,I. _ _., ;_i 

locally controlled not-for-profit community 

blood centers ,that provide nearly half of 

the U.S. blood supply from volunteer donors. 

Collectively we operate in 45 st,ates "and 

serve more th‘an half, of the nation's 6,000 ^ .^ .( / . . 
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hospitals. 

America's Blood Ce-n,t,ers' total 

blood collections e.xceede,d 7 .m~illio.n r 

donations in 2001. FDA ha"s asked us to 

comment on the impact of implementation of 

the extended donor deferrals ,fp,r, vv,JD on 

May 31st, and we conducted a survey of 

our 74 U.S. member ce,n,ters in,,the past two ,. 

weeks. 

Obviously, the period since 

implementation is shor,tfqr a precise 

assessment. However, we obtained enough 

information to indicat<e that the impact wi ._, .1*. ._ "",/.... I _ 11 

not be trivial. we, e.~c1ud,ed.,H~,ma-Qu~bec, 

our Canadian member, from the survey, 

because these members', implementation dates 

and criteria vary from those recommended by 

FDA. All 74 ABC members,, in ,t,he,"U,:S. I 

implemented the. extended vCJD def-erra"1s of _ ,. , 

May 31st with no exceptions. 

Could I have the next slide. 

Thirty-one of or 42 percent of the Centers, 

BETA REPORTING. & .KD@Z?J!+~HY SERVICES " .A .A,, x___ 1 _ 
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implemented only Phase 1 of the deferrals. 

However, 43 -- that is the two that you 

see -- that implemented in April -- plus 

the 41 here -- implemented both Phase 1 and 

Phase 2. There is the Pan-European 

deferrals at the same time. 

The major reason for this approach 

was to avoid two rounds of modification of 

standard operating procedures, retraining 

staff, reprinting donor information sheets 

and registration forms. In general, this 

approach was adopted by centers that 

believed that the additional impact of the 

Pan-European deferrals would be relatively 

small. 

The next slide, please. This next 

figure shows the aggregate number of units 

collected by ABC member centers. They are 

under Phase 1, and that's essentially a 

hundred percent or about 7.2 million units a 

year are under Phase 1 but, as you see, 

about 4.2 million of the 7.2 million are 

BETA REPORTING & VIDEOGRAPHY SERVICES 
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also using the criteria for Phase 2. 

The average percent of donors 

deferred for travel related to vCJD 

increased -- the next slide please -- oh, 

it's here -- from about -1 percent, that was 

the average in 2001, to 1.4 percent in 

June 2002. The range of deferrals in 2002 

vary from . 3 to 4.6 percent. 

I should emphasize that these 

deferrals occurred at pre-donation medical 

history. Unfortunately, we are unable to 

capture the data that would allow us to 

measure the number of potential donors who 

learned about the deferrals through the 

media or information provided by the blood 

centers and did not show up to donate. 

However, we have many anecdotal 

reports from our members, leading us to 

believe that this is not an insignificant 

number of donors and may be equal to or 

larger than the numbers of donors that are 

deferred at the donor sites. Our largest 
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